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Abstract
Aim of this research is to suggest indicators, based on social network analysis, that distinguish
superficial, idiosyncratic and strategic verbal aggressiveness. Two classes of an adult education
school (at secondary level) in a prison have been selected as network samples (A class = 23 and B
class = 12 prisoners). Complete network analysis has been applied, using standardized questionnaires. The network variables have further processed through Pearson correlation. Indicators of
superficial and pure roles, particularly incremental and proportional behavior, have been applied
in two forms of verbal aggressiveness (criticism and threatening). The superficial behavior (SB:
outdegree of verbal aggressiveness) seems to be a quite sensitive indicator, as it presents correlations with various other relational forms of familiarity, aggressiveness and appreciation/socialization. The incremental behavior (IB: difference of received from outgoing actions) is also a sensitive indicator, revealing, however, different results. Pure aggressiveness (in terms of difference)
seems to be related with quite different causes and/or occasions than the superficial aggressiveness. Incremental behavior is likely to be at first place driven by the idiosyncrasy rather than by
exogenous factors and seems to constitute a completely different notion than the SB. The proportional behavior (PB: ration of outgoing to the received actions) of aggression is a quite insensitive
indicator, as it depends only on a few behavioral variables. It seems to reveal a rational strategy of
adaptability. Thus, it characteristically differs from the indicators of superficiality (expressing reciprocity patterns) and of the incremental aggressiveness (expressing individualism).
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1. Introduction

Everyone can realize that there is a difference between “I attack because it is the usual practice”, “I attack because I am warlike” and “I attack because this is the rational strategy depending on the conditions”. The first
case could reasonably be perceived as “superficial”, while the second one as “idiosyncratic” and the third one as
“strategic”. Aim of this research is to suggest indicators, based on social network analysis, that distinguish superficial, idiosyncratic and strategic aggressiveness.
Verbal aggressiveness is a destructive communication feature that is considered to erode human relationships
[1]. Verbal aggression is defined as the attack a person’s self-concept of the other in order to cause psychological pain as humiliation, shame, depression, as well as additional negative feelings about themselves [1]-[4]. The
ways in which it can manifest itself are attacks on the character, in ability, in appearance and in the background,
ridicule, threats, profanity, curses, quips and gestures [2] [5]-[7]. The verbally aggressive people, without considering the harmful messages, they appear to exhibit certain sensitivity to pain caused by verbal aggressiveness,
in contrast to other people. The findings of the majority of investigations have shown that the trait of verbal aggression leads to negative results regardless of the type of relationship of respondents [8]-[11].
Within the dynamic of a class where students receive the verbal aggression of their teachers, they indicate
lower levels of motivation, satisfaction, and a more hostile learning environment [12]-[15]. Additionally, students consider teachers verbally aggressive as less reliable than teachers avoid deconstructive communication in
the classroom [9] [12] [16]. It is understood that aggressive communication between teachers and students or
only between students tends to significantly affect learning, behavior, thinking, motivation, socialization and attractiveness [12] [17]-[20].
Concerning prison research, there is also plenty of studies. It is found that prisoners are satisfied having aggressive behavior to be acceptable to the society of jail [21]. It has been supported that a negative relationship
appears between verbal aggressiveness and communication satisfaction to young inmates in prison [23]. Also,
young prisoners who engage physical aggression were also higher in verbal aggression. Moreover, younger
prisoners use the technique of older prisoners to deter their attacks being aggressive either with verbal or physical violence [22].
However, these studies mainly focus on the use of aggressiveness and its acceptance in prison and not on its
general impacts on or interaction with various types of relation among prisoners. Of course, it was not tried to
test subtly differentiated indicators in order to reveal latent interactions or intentions.
The innovation of the present paper consists in the fact that it focuses not on the classic single-dimensioned
relation of aggressiveness from one part to another (e.g. from one student to another, from instructor to students,
etc) but it involves the mutuality of aggressiveness (received and practiced) among individuals. In this framework, new indicators integrating network variables are suggested.
Moreover, this research analyzes samples of prisoners within a jail. This is also an innovative peculiarity of
this research, as the accessibility to prisoners for exploring their relations to each other is quite difficult to the
researchers, normally because of the reluctance of the prisoners to collaborate. The particular group of prisoners
was an exceptional and ideal case.

2. Method
2.1. Sampling and Process
Prisoners have been selected as a sample in this research. For reasons of discretion, no further information can
be provided about the prisoners and even not about the prison. This absolute confidentiality was a necessary
prerequisite for assuring the collaboration of the prisoners. The lack of this information should not necessarily
be regarded as a weakness of this research as its purpose is not to provide descriptive or qualitative information
about the correctional system of a country or criminological analyses but just to test network indicators under
the mostly appropriate conditions (which in this research are the conditions of pressure and physical restriction
assured by any correctional facility in the world).
Two classes of an adult education school (at secondary level) in a prison have been selected as network samples. As known, network samples are non-random samples but this is not a methodical weakness, as this research does not aim at producing descriptive but only analytic statistics. The A class was consisted of 23 and the
B class of 12 prisoners, constituting two networks of 23 and 12 nodes, respectively. Complete network analysis
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has been applied on these two samples. The primary data (relations between prisoners) were collected by the
standardized questionnaires. The questions were concerning the following forms of relations: 1) familiarity
(companionship in prison, trust, and getting familiar with someone in the cell, at the yard, at work in jail or in
the sport room of the jail), 2) aggressiveness (curse, mockery, ridicule, threat, harassment, physical insult, harm,
criticism on ability, character, milieu/background and appearance), 3) appreciation/socialization (acceptance of
better physical situation and best friendship).
The network variables, in part based on tested questionnaire [24], have been calculated through Visone and
further processed through SPSS conducting Pearson correlation. The aim of this bivariate correlation was to depict even the effects of possible outliers in order to make the sensitivity of the tested indicators more discernible
and simultaneously to offer an overview of the correlations (dependence or independence between variables).
Classes of prisoners and not of normal students (free citizens) are selected for this research, because the prisoners are everyday “tried” under conditions of institutional pressure (lack of freedom and stable constellation of
individuals). Thus, the relations of familiarity, aggressiveness and appreciation/socialization become more perceivable. Also, under these conditions certain critical incidents (e.g. extreme cases of accumulated threat) constitute outliers which are detected by the parametric Pearson test.

2.2. Operationalizing the “Idiosyncrasy-” and the “Rationality-Based” Reaction
Indicators combining closeness (as indicator of influence) and betweenness (as indicator of transferring information) in order to differentiate the really influential who imposes selected information as salient from the
“postman” who just distribute it (pure salient actor = closeness-betweenness) [25].
In extension of this concept, three indicators have been applied on: 1) criticism (as a sum of critical comments
on character, appearance, abilities and milieu/background) and 2) threat. These two forms of relation are selected to be examined as main variables interacting with the others, because these two variables are considered
to be of greatest importance for the prison life according to explorative interviews conducted with wardens and
prisoners. More precisely, according to the explorative interviews, criticism seems to be an easily practicable
aggressiveness in the everyday life conditioning the general climate and behavior among prisoners while the
threat is the most critical of the usual power tactics employed in the jail.
These three indicators are based on classical indicators of network analysis (particularly of centrality analysis),
namely outdegree, indegree, status (meaning here the Katz status formula), pagerank and authority, and are the
following ones:
1) Superficial behavior (SB)

SB = Outdegree

(1)

This is classically measured as percentage of outgoing relations departing from a node of the number of total
existent relations of a particular type (e.g. criticism or threat) within a completely analyzed network
2) Incremental behavior (IB)
IB =×
( 4 outdegree ) − ( indegree + status + pagerank + authority )

(2)

3) Proportional behavior (PB)
PB =

4 × outdegree + 1
indegree + status + pagerank + authority + 1

(3)

The indegree is measured similarly to outdegree but it concerns received and not outgoing actions (e.g. of
criticism or threat). Status and pagerank depict hierarchical situations emerging through successively accumulated or distributed influence of a particular relation from node to node. Authority points out the eminence level
(qualified competitiveness) of each node in attractiveness in a particular type of relation [17] [19]. In general,
these classical four indicators measure received actions (in contrast to outdegree), and their formulas of these
classical four indicators which are as a rule scaled in %, are well-known and easily to be found in numerous articles and websites. Thus, they will not be presented in this paper.
The indicators 2 and 3 are newly suggested by the authors. They are expected to allow revealing certain types
of aggressiveness, which are not only quantitatively but also qualitatively different from aggressiveness expressed through outdegree. Qualitative difference is also expected to exist between IB and PB.
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Particularly, outdegree can be interpreted as a simplified indicator of the intensity of outgoing relations of
each prisoner (e.g. criticism or threat) to the first-contacted persons. Thereby, it implies thus independence from
any accumulated, deep-rooted structures formed in the network, and, thereby, superficiality in the behavior of a
prisoner. Moreover, the outdegree is the inverted structure of indegree which has been used as an indicator of
incidental-superficial contacts in contrast to other classical network indicators such as Katz status, pagerank or
authority [19]. In other words, the outdegree may reasonably be regarded as an indicator of superficiality in
practicing aggressiveness (exactly as the indegree is an indicator of superficial targeting for aggressiveness).
The main element of superficiality lies in the fact that outdegree indicates how aggressive one is without considering whether he is attacked or not. Therefore, there is a point in suggesting a more insightful indicator which
will show the pure aggressiveness of someone, namely the aggression he practices without being attacked. Such
aggressiveness will be unprovoked and will be purely generated by the character of a prisoner and not by instant
incidences. Simultaneously, aggression which causes no aggressive reaction by others appears again to have a
pure existence as a demonstrative or symbolic action of dominance. In any case, being aggressive without being
attacked shows a pure situation of dominance or of aggression derived from the inmates’ character (e.g. desire
for dominance or revenge) and not from a need of instant defense to actual conditions.
The IB is, thus, an indicator of pure behavior, particularly of aggressiveness. Indeed, IB is maximized, when
indegree = status = pagerank = authority = 0, depicting a situation of absolutely unprovoked or “untrammeled”
(without resistance accepted) aggressiveness. The PB is also an indicator of pure behavior as well, which is similarly maximized, when exogenous (received) aggression is 0 (indegree = status = pagerank = authority = 0).
To make the sense of purity more clear, it can be stated that both indicators measure to what extent the aggression tends to be purely derived from the initiative of a particular node or is triggered or justified by external incidents of aggression. In this sense, the indicators 2 and 3 are considered to show purity of aggression. In this
case, “purity” could also be alternatively characterized as spontaneity.
Provided that all the five classical indicators (out- and in-degree, status, pagerank and authority) are scaled in
percentage (%), then the IB can fluctuate from −400 to 400 (or from −4 to 4, if the five indicators are reduced to
the unit). The PB can fluctuate from 1/401 = 0.0025 to 401 (or from 1/5 = 0.2 to 5, respectively).
Now it is understandable that the outdegree is multiplied with the coefficient “4” in IB and PB in order to
balance the fourfold weight of the (four) indicators at nominator, as the maximal possible value of each of all
these indicators (out-, in-degree, status, pagerank, authority) is 100%. Thus, using the coefficient 4 for outdegree,
the IB = 0 and the PB = 1 when practicing aggression (outdegree) obtains the maximal possible value (100%)
and the received aggression is maximal (100%) too from any point of view: incidentally (indegree = 100%), accumulatively (status = 100%), distributively (pagerank = 100%), and eminently (authority = 100%).
The additive “+1” at the nominator of PB is useful in order to avoid infinities. The additive “+1” is put at the
numerator in order to balance the additive “+1” at the nominator.
Now, it is of importance to amplify what IB and PB practically mean, in order to understand the qualitative
difference between each other.
If, hypothetically, an inmate has IB = constant and >0, then this inmate presents a tendency to merely remain
more aggressive than the others, independently of their aggressiveness. E.g., when the minuend (4X outdegree) =
10 and the subtrahend (indegree + status + pagerank + authority) = 5, then IB = 5. When the values of minuend
and subtrahend become 15 and 10, 55 and 50, 78 and 74, 305 and 300 etc, the IB will remain constant (=5).
Thus, the aggressive inmate with this constant IB, is just an aggressive inmate independent of the attacks he
receives by the others. He presents a noticeable over-extroversion of aggression because of his idiosyncrasy. If
his IB = constant and <0, it is a similar idiosyncrasy-driven case, but introvert.
If, hypothetically, an inmate has PB = constant and >1, then this inmate presents a tendency not merely to be
more aggressive than the others who attack to him but to be proportionally aggressive. E.g., if PB = 5 constantly,
then this means that the inmate steadily practices 5 times more aggression than he receives by the others. When
the nominator (receiving aggression) is 10, then the numerator (practicing aggression) will be 50, or, respectively, 12 and 60, 40 and 200, etc. In this case, the inmate will apply a tactic of premeditatedly dominant over-extroversion of aggression. This tendency of dominance is not idiosyncrasy-driven as in the case of constant IB but
it is rationality-driven, aiming at stably maintaining dominance depending on the intensity of the attacks of the
others. When PB = constant and <1, it is a similar rationality-driven case, but introvert. In this sense, the IB expresses just an incremental while the PB a more thoughtful, proportional, behavior.
When the IB of inmates is increasing, then the inmates tend just to be more aggressive than others motivated
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by idiosyncrasy rather than by need of proportionally defensive or imposing reaction. When the PB of inmates is
increasing, the tendency of impose or to defend themselves in a more premeditated and rational way considering
the others’ action is evident.
After this explication, it is also obvious that such an operationalization of network-structured behavior is not
only a matter of (measuring) method but also a matter of theorizing. It is inevitably a case of structuring theoretical basis (idiosyncrasy vs. rationality) through IB and PB, though they are at first suggested as methodical tools.

3. Results and Discussion
The class A and B included 23 and 12 inmates, respectively. Generally, there is an obvious differentiation in
hierarchies, as it is presented in Figure 1.
In Table 1 it is noticeable that numerous significant correlations occur between SB in criticism and other
types of structure of familiarization (0.376 to 0.559) or of aggressiveness (0.340 to 0.670) or of appreciation/socialization (0.376 to 0.370).
At first place, it is remarkable that the SB in criticism is not necessarily incompatible with companionship
within prison (insign. coefficient 0.127). The SB in criticism seems to take place among several inmates mutually and is not regarded as an anti-social behavior.
This SB seems to be enhanced by the familiarization within other inmates taking place inside the cell or at the
cell yard or at the main yard or at the sport room. Thus, familiarization makes someone “easy target” for criticism. Otherwise, his “weaknesses” remain unknown.
Curse, mockery, ridicule and tendency to harm or harass other inmates are convergent with the SB. Thus,
there seems to be no isolation of SB as autonomous aggressive practice, but it rather appears combined with or
subsequent to various other structures of (verbal or physical) aggressiveness. Thereby, a generalization of aggressiveness, expressed through criticism, is obvious. The SB is apparently the “corner stone” of aggressiveness.
Additionally, the SB seems to be exerted to inmates who are considered to be in “better physical” situation or
to be “best friends”. Namely, they are criticized either because of jealousness or as “easy target” due to exploitation of tolerance on the basis of friendship.
What happens, however, in case of inmates who present over-extroversion in criticism? In Table 1, over-extrovert inmates tend to adopt radically different behavioral patterns. In contrast to the SB, the incremental behavior (IB) in criticism seems to be destructive for the companionship (−0.405). Surprisingly, the proportional

Figure 1. Examples of completely analyzed networks of prison adult school classes.
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Table 1. Criticism (considering outliers with Pearson).
Superficiality
(outdegree)

Pearson

Superficial behavior
(SB) in criticism

Incremental behavior
(IB) in criticism
(difference between
received and practiced
aggressiveness)

Proportional behavior
(PB) in criticism
(ratio between received
and practiced
aggressiveness)

Preferred for companionship in prison
(pagerank)

0.127

−0.405 (*)

−0.082

0.467

0.016

0.638

0.376 (*)

0.066

−0.133

0.026

0.704

0.447

0.469 ( )

0.009

−0.136

0.004

0.960

0.437

0.439 (**)

0.343 (*)

−0.007

0.008

0.044

0.967

0.344 (*)

0.120

−0.086

0.043

0.492

0.623

0.337 (*)

0.073

0.065

0.048

0.677

0.711

0.593 (**)

0.218

−0.120

0.000

0.208

0.492

0.533 (**)

0.230

−0.134

0.001

0.183

0.443

0.553 (**)

0.186

−0.021

0.001

0.284

0.906

0.388 ( )

0.298

−0.065

0.021

0.082

0.710

0.438 (**)

−0.168

−0.246

0.008

0.334

0.154

0.477 (**)

0.046

−0.029

0.004

0.794

0.868

0.353 (*)

−0.171

−0.252

0.037

0.326

0.144

0.559 (**)

−0.031

−0.119

0.000

0.860

0.495

Being familiar with inmates
in cell (outdegree)

Other inmates are familiarized with
him in cell (pagerank)

**

Being familiar with other inmates
in cell yard (outdegree)

Other inmates are familiarized with
him in cell yard (status)

Other inmates are familiarized with
him in cell yard (authority)

Other inmates are familiarized with
him at the main yard (indegree)
Familiarity

Behavioral purity (over-extroversion)

Other inmates are familiarized with
him at the main yard (status)

Other inmates are familiarized with
him at the main yard (authority)

Other inmates are familiarized with
him at the main yard (pagerank)

*

Other inmates are familiarized with
him at the sport room (indegree)

Being familiar with inmates at
the sport room (outdegree)

Other inmates are familiarized with him at
the sport room (status)

Other inmates are familiarized with him at
the sport room (authority)
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Being targeted for curse (status)

−0.309

−0.292

0.046

0.071

0.088

0.433 ( )

−0.070

−0.119

0.009

0.688

0.494

0.495 ( )

−0.036

−0.187

0.002

0.837

0.283

0.550 (**)

0.463 (**)

0.443 (**)

0.001

0.005

0.008

0.140

−0.440 ( )

−0.315

0.422

0.008

0.065

0.119

−0.399 ( )

−0.332

0.495

0.017

0.051

−0.112

−0.627 ( )

−0.130

0.522

0.000

0.456

0.140

−0.528 ( )

**

Being targeted for curse (authority)

**

Being targeted for curse (pagerank)

Being targeted for mockery (outdegree)

Being targeted for mockery (indegree)

Being targeted for mockery (status)

Being targeted for mockery (authority)

Being targeted for ridicule (indegree)

Being targeted for ridicule (status)

Aggressiveness

0.340 (*)

Being targeted for ridicule (authority)

Being targeted for threat (indegree)

Being targeted for threat (authority)

Being targeted for verbal
harassment (indegree)

Being targeted for verbal
harassment (status)

Being targeted for verbal
harassment (authority)

Being targeted for verbal
harassment (pagerank)

285

**

−0.419 (*)

0.001

0.012

−0.477 (**)

−0.437 (**)

0.214

0.004

0.009

−0.159

−0.436 ( )

−0.257

0.360

0.009

0.136

0.338 ( )

−0.216

−0.298

0.047

0.214

0.082

0.451 ( )

0.053

0.228

0.007

0.762

0.307

−0.396 ( )

−0.250

0.073

0.019

0.148

0.396 (*)

−0.184

−0.129

0.019

0.291

0.461

0.372 ( )

−0.147

−0.152

0.028

0.399

0.384

0.018

−0.638 (**)

−0.288

0.918

0.000

0.094

0.068

−0.577 (**)

−0.303

0.699

0.000

0.077

−0.145

−0.566 (**)

−0.140

0.404

0.000

0.422

0.375 (*)

−0.307

−0.269

0.027

0.073

0.118

*

Being targeted for threat (pagerank)

**

0.215

**

Being targeted for threat (outdegree)

*

0.424

*

Being targeted for ridicule (pagerank)

**

**

0.188
*
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Being targeted for insult
with hand (pagerank)

felt by others as harassed (indegree)

felt by others as harassed (status)

felt by others as harassed (pagerank)

Being targetd for harming (indegree)

−0.143

0.023

0.863

0.414

Being as targeted for harming (status)

Being as targeted for harming (authority)

Regarding others as physically
better (outdegree)

Being characterized as physically better
(status)
Being characterized as physically better
(authority)
Being characterized as
best friend (indegree)

0.425 ( )

0.092

0.002

0.011

0.601

−0.111

−0.350 (*)

−0.187

0.527

0.039

0.283

−0.134

−0.384 ( )

−0.189

0.444

0.023

0.277

0.066

−0.370 ( )

−0.119

0.706

0.029

0.496

−0.151

−0.460 ( )

−0.165

0.386

0.005

0.343

Being characterized as best
friend (authority)

Being characterized as best
friend (pagerank)

*

*

**

**

0.607 ( )

0.519 ( )

0.214

0.000

0.001

0.216

−0.151

−0.460 (**)

−0.165

0.386

0.005

0.343

−0.151

−0.460 ( )

−0.165

0.386

0.005

0.343

0.376 (*)

0.454 (**)

0.110

0.026

0.006

0.528

0.099

−0.351 (*)

−0.081

0.572

0.038

0.643

−0.247

−0.568 (**)

−0.212

0.153

0.000

0.221

0.458 (**)

0.015

−0.082

0.006

0.931

0.640

0.430 ( )

−0.028

−0.089

0.010

0.874

0.613

0.502 (**)

0.080

−0.046

0.002

0.649

0.795

0.370 (*)

0.067

−0.122

0.029

0.704

0.485

**

Being characterized as best friend (status)

*

0.506 ( )

**

Harming others (outdegree)

Appreciation/ socialization

0.030

**

feeling that he harasses others (outdegree)

**

0.383 (*)

**

*

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

behavior (PB) in criticism appears not to be destructive for the companionship in prison (insign. −0.082) exactly
as in the case of SB.
Why neither SB nor PB are destructive for the companionship? The SB has incidental character and can be practiced more or less by any prisoner occasionally. So, it is regarded as a normal rather than a damnable or anti-social
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behavior. However, intensifying aggressiveness in relation to the others’ aggressiveness shows a tactic of continuously adjusting behavior in the sense or proportionality principle. This is also a generally acceptable tactic of
defense. For this reason, the PB is regarded as acceptable as SB, in contrast to IB which is discerned as strongly
individualistic and lustful for dominance, and subsequently unacceptable, disturbing and anti-social.
Furthermore, the IB is positively related with the outdegree of familiarization (0.343) and of mockery (0.436),
negatively related with the indegree, status and authority of mockery (−0.440 to −0.627). This can be attributed
to a willing to exploit the try of familiarization for assuring more tolerance to criticism. Simultaneously, exerting
criticism is often mixed with exerting mockery, while discouraging mockery exerted by others. High IB in criticism is also defensive against ridicule (−0.528 to −0.436).
Similarly, the IB in criticism seems also to protect against other aggressive actions such as threat, harassment
and harming (−0.396 to −0.460), while it enhances aggressive attempts and attitudes (0.425, 0.519).
Moreover, a prisoner who considers others to be in better physical situation than him (0.454) tends to be critically over-extrovert to them. On the contrary, when he is appreciated by others regarding his physical situation
(−0.351, −0.568), he does not need to be over-critical toward them.
Comparing SB with IB, it is remarkable that the former is only positively correlated both with exerting and
receiving various forms of aggressiveness. Thereby, the SB in criticism exerted by a prisoner seems to be his
subsequent reaction to aggressiveness by thirds, a supportive means for his own aggressiveness (outdegree of
other forms of aggressiveness), and a behavior enhanced due to less or more intimacy generated through familiarization and socialization.
On the other hand, the IB (tendency of incrementally criticizing without being criticized) is significantly- and
negatively-correlated, as a rule, with structures different than those which are significantly correlated with the
SB.
Similarly to the SB, IB in criticism is also supportive for other forms of aggressiveness. However, the IB does
not depend (insign. coefficients) on most familiarization parameters. Thus, a prisoner with high IB is critically
extroverted against any other prisoner, independent of being familiarized with him or not. This is evidence that
the IB is more strongly determined by the individual idiosyncrasy than the social interactions within prison. Additionally, the IB appears to be strongly contradicting (significant negative coefficients) to several forms of received aggressiveness and not just to be of “symbolic” response as the SB seems to be. Certain form of reputation gained in prison (recognition of better physical situation by other prisoners) seems to be an antidote to IB,
or, inversely, the IB is vengeance against the lack of recognition. In any case, the incremental behavior reveals
an obvious individualism and a lust for power.
The PB is a much more selective indicator as it appears much less significant coefficients. Only in case of
supporting outgoing mockery (0.443) it seems that a prisoner tends to react not merely superficially on the basis
of incidences or incrementally on the basis of his idiosyncrasy but also adopting his response proportionally to
the response of others. Being target for ridicule (−0.419, −0.437) seems also to be significantly contradicting to
PB. Thereby, this form of verbal aggressiveness is obviously a strong discourage of being critical and drastically
leads up to a re-adjusting of critical behavior.
The results regarding threat are presented in the Table 2. In general, the sensitivity of the respective indicators
seems to be similar to this appearing in the case of criticism (Table 1). The outdegree of threat presents a characteristic superficiality as it seems to be combined with numerous relations in prison (0.350 to 0.405). At first it
is noticeable that threatening seems to be encouraged by becoming familiar through work (0.400), to make a
synergy with various forms of criticism (0.408, 0.384, 0.399) and to be accompanied also by curse (0.699) and
harm (0.391).
Simultaneously, the rest relational forms that are positively correlated with practicing superficial threatening,
depict received actions, namely preferability for companionship, trustworthiness, being target of criticism, curse
or mockery and even recognition of better physical situation or best friend. In other words, the best companion
or friend, or a prison recognized as physically better or trustworthy tends not to estimate this reputation but rather to exploit this reputation in order to threat. The threat seems also to be a reaction to aggressiveness.
High IB, namely an over-extroversion in threatening, which depends on idiosyncrasy and not on proportional
behavior to external stimuli, seems to discourage others from becoming familiar or recognize the threater as best
friend but also from being aggressive to him (−0.348 to −0.380). However, this idiosyncratic over-extroversion
to threat seems to find a synergy or simultaneous expression with criticizing abilities (0.358) as this may satisfy
egoism. The individualistic pattern of threatening behavior seems rather to maintain impulsive than strategic
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Table 2. Threat (considering outliers with Pearson).
Superficiality
(outdegree)

Pearson

Superficial behavior
(SB) in threatening

Incremental behavior (IB)
in threatening (difference
between received and
practiced aggressiveness)

Proportional behavior (PB)
in threatening
(ratio between received
and practiced
aggressiveness)

Preferred for companionship in
prison (indegree)

0.350 (*)

−0.016

−0.078

0.039

0.929

0.654

0.370 (*)

0.014

−0.108

0.028

0.934

0.536

0.378 (*)

−0.062

−0.153

0.025

0.723

0.381

0.404 ( )

−0.116

0.025

0.016

0.507

0.885

0.242

0.193

0.394 (*)

0.161

0.267

0.019

0.385 ( )

−0.093

−0.051

0.022

0.597

0.771

0.111

−0.348 (*)

−0.046

0.525

0.040

0.791

0.096

−0.370 ( )

−0.066

0.585

0.029

0.707

0.224

−0.404 (*)

−0.052

0.195

0.016

0.767

0.400 (*)

0.151

0.127

0.017

0.387

0.466

−0.075

−0.349 (*)

−0.197

0.670

0.040

0.258

0.209

−0.375 (*)

−0.105

0.228

0.026

0.548

0.199

−0.601 (**)

−0.112

0.251

0.000

0.522

Preferred for companionship in
prison (status)

Preferable for companionship in
prison (pagerank)

Being trusted (status)

Being trusted (authority)

Being trusted (pagerank)

Other inmates are familiarized
with him at the main
yard (indegree)
Familiarity

Behavioral purity (over-extroversion)

Other inmates are familiarized
with him at the main yard (status)

Other inmates are familiarized
with him at the main
yard (authority)

Being familiar with others by
working together in
prison (outdegree)

Other inmates are familiarized
with him by working together in
prison (indegree)

Other inmates are familiarized
with him at the sport
room (indegree)

Other inmates are familiarized
with him at the sport
room (authority)

*

*
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Continued
Being targeted for criticism about
abilities (indegree)

Criticizing others about abilities
(outdegree)

Being targeted for criticism about
abilities (status)

Being targeted for criticism about
abilities (authority)

Being targeted for criticism about
abilities (pagerank)

Being targeted for criticism about
character (status)

Aggressiveness

Being targeted for criticism about
character (authority)

Being targeted for criticism about
character (pagerank)

Criticizing others about their
milieu or background

Being targeted for criticism about
milieu or background (authority)

Criticizing others about
appearance (outdegree)

Cursing others (outdegree)

Being targeted for
curse (indegree)

Being targeted for curse (status)

Being targeted for curse
(authority)

Being targeted for
curse (pagerank)

Being targeted for
mockery (authority)

−0.033

−0.499 (**)

−0.225

0.852

0.002

0.194

0.408 (*)

0.358 (*)

0.320

0.015

0.035

0.061

−0.073

−0.535 (**)

−0.237

0.678

0.001

0.171

0.227

−0.438 (**)

−0.023

0.190

0.008

0.894

−0.030

−0.457 (**)

−0.302

0.863

0.006

0.078

0.221

−0.476 (**)

−0.192

0.202

0.004

0.269

0.423 ( )

−0.293

−0.089

0.011

0.087

0.611

0.126

−0.510 (**)

−0.171

0.472

0.002

0.327

0.384 (*)

−0.421 (*)

0.094

0.023

0.012

0.592

0.371 (*)

0.111

−0.029

0.028

0.526

0.867

0.399 (*)

0.030

0.183

0.018

0.864

0.293

0.699 ( )

0.263

0.319

0.000

0.128

0.062

0.192

−0.515 (**)

−0.326

0.270

0.002

0.056

0.204

−0.641 ( )

−0.304

0.239

0.000

0.076

0.152

−0.722 (**)

−0.154

0.384

0.000

0.377

0.167

−0.560 (**)

−0.176

0.339

0.000

0.312

0.340 (*)

0.017

−0.142

*

**
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Continued

Being targeted for
ridicule (indegree)

Being targeted for ridicule (status)

Being targeted for
verbal harassment (status)

Being targeted for
verbal harassment (pagerank)

Harming others (outdegree)

Being characterized as physically
better (indegree)

Appreciation/ socialization

Being characterized as physically
better (status)

Being characterized as physically
better (pagerank)

Being characterized as best friend
(indegree)

Being characterized as best friend
(status)

Being characterized as best friend
(authority)

Being characterized as best friend
(pagerank)

*

0.046

0.923

0.415

0.084

−0.321

−0.380 (*)

0.632

0.060

0.024

0.037

−0.402 (*)

−0.405 (*)

0.832

0.017

0.016

0.123

−0.370 (*)

−0.216

0.482

0.029

0.212

0.138

−0.387 (*)

−0.168

0.430

0.022

0.335

0.391 (*)

0.161

0.347 (*)

0.020

0.355

0.041

0.504 (**)

0.018

0.131

0.002

0.918

0.453

0.478 (**)

−0.005

0.087

0.004

0.978

0.618

0.354 (*)

0.069

0.208

0.037

0.695

0.231

0.427 (*)

−0.220

0.051

0.010

0.203

0.773

0.418 (*)

−0.237

0.048

0.013

0.170

0.784

0.351 (*)

−0.380 (*)

0.030

0.039

0.024

0.865

0.405 (*)

−0.113

0.155

0.016

0.520

0.374

**

Correlation is significant aot the 0.05 level (2-tailed). Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

motive. It is also a quite sensitive indicator like superficiality.
The PB in threat (Table 2) proves to be the least sensitive indicator once again as in the case of criticism
(Table 1). This environment-dependent threatening seems to be quite strategic as it depends on trustworthiness
(0.394) which enables intimacy and ability to (mis)lead, harming (0.347) which shows a serious purpose of
threatening. Under these conditions, the threatening person cannot be seen as ridiculous (−0.380, −0.405).

4. Conclusions
Indicators of superficial and pure roles, particularly incremental and proportional behavior, have been applied in
two forms of verbal aggressiveness, namely in criticism and threatening. The results were similar in both forms.
The superficial behavior (SB: just outdegree of verbal aggressiveness) seems to be a quite sensitive indicator, as
it presents correlations with various other relational forms of familiarity, aggressiveness and appreciation/socia-
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lization.
It is interesting that the incremental behavior (IB: difference of received from outgoing relations) is also a
sensitive indicator. However, it reveals quite different results, as it is significantly and negatively correlated as a
rule with the rest behavioral dimensions of familiarity, aggressiveness and appreciation/socialization, which appear to be independent from superficial behavior. This practically means that the pure aggressiveness (in terms
of difference) seems to be related with quite different causes and/or occasions than the superficial aggressiveness. Provided that the pure incremental behavior is likely to be at first place driven by the idiosyncrasy rather
than by exogenous factors, the negative correlations can be understood as a restrictive impact of the environment
on the endogenous tendencies of the individuals. In other words, the indicator of incremental aggressiveness
seems to express and measure a completely different entity/notion than the outdegree. It apparently measures a
reactive occurrence of ego. The negative correlations can be realized as a “tug of war” between prisoner’s ego
and its environment (other prisoners).
In other words, the incremental aggressive behavior seems to be a trait of privacy and individualism of a
prisoner. It could also be regarded as an original core of his personality, which is tested within a straining interaction with the social environment of the prison.
If the incremental aggressiveness is participating in such a “tug of war”, then the superficial behavior, which
is as a rule positively correlated with the other forms of relations (familiarity, aggressiveness, and appreciation/socialization), could reasonably be regarded as a reaction dictated by the everyday reciprocity patterns of
the prison. The superficial aggressiveness seems rather to be a behavioral pattern accompanying a numerous of
“constructive” or “destructive”, “friendly” or “unfriendly” behaviors of prisoners, making them more “existent”
and “respectable” within the jail. Thus, superficial aggressiveness seems to be an effect of learnt behavior while
incremental aggressiveness seems to be immanent.
Finally, the proportional aggressive behavior is a quite insensitive indicator, as it depends only on a few behavioral variables. As it has been argued, this indicator expresses a rational strategy of adaptability. Thus, it
characteristically differs from the indicators of superficiality (expressing reciprocity patterns) and of the incremental aggressiveness (expressing individualism).
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